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RA classification is established through a point
system. A patient is classified as having definite RA
if there is a score of six or more using the criteria
listed in the chart below. Points are scored individually for each section so that a patient would receive
the single highest score for which he qualifies in a
particular section.
JOINT INVOLVEMENT
1 Med / Large Joint
2-10 Med / Large Joints
1-3 Small Joints
4-10 Small Joints
>10 Joints (at least one small)
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SEROLOGY
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sitive
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TIS
DURATION OF SYNOVITIS
<6 Weeks
>6 Weekss

0
1
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REACTANTS
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0
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WHAT IS RHEUMATOID DISEASE?
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a progressive inflammatory disease that causes damage to organ and joint
tissues, causing pain, disability, and deformity.
Through a very complex process, various kinds of
immune cells attack and eventually destroy otherwise
healthy tissues.
In Moderate to Severe Rheumatoid Arthritis, many
joints, or every joint in some cases, become painfully
stiff, weakened, or swollen. In contrast, Mild RA
involves fewer joints, such as those in the hands or
feet. In many cases, tissues which support and
connect joints, and eventually the bone tissues
n,
themselves can be gradually destroyed. All too often,
the result is dislocation, disability, and deformity,
often leading to multiple joint replacements.
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RA DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

RA DISEASE COURSES

RA or Rheumatoid Disease is usually diagnosed and
treated by a rheumatologist. The American College
of Rheumatology has published guidelines for
classifying Rheumatoid Arthritis, which includes a
stronger emphasis on blood tests (serology).
However, diagnosis can be a challenge since blood
tests are normal in a considerable percentage of
RA patients.
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LIVING WITH RA
The most common symptoms of RA are pain,
fatigue, stiffness, swelling and fever. Symptoms are
constant in some patients or they may alternately
worsen and improve in a pattern that doctors call
“flare.” Few patients experience a complete
remission of symptoms.
Some people have a mild course of the disease and
live a mostly normal life. However, they often live
with regular doctor visits, expensive medications,
side effects of those medications and severe
physical limitations. People with severe RA may
experience deformity, damage or disability even
early in the disease. Most are somewhere in the
middle.
Although RA is a serious illness, it is often not
visible to others. This can make it difficult for RA
patients to receive various kinds of necessary
assistance or accommodations. It is very important
that RA patients receive emotional support and are
able to grieve any loss of ability.

